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Dr. Aaron Kheriarty at the Ron Johnson Vaccine hearing — ‘We will lose our license to practice
medicine.’
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Did you get the memo, University of California? 
https://twitter.com/MartyMakary/status/1488322228
064165890
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I wish people would focus on congress and staff exemption to vaccine. Where is the class
action against special people status? what really pisses me off is I wrote congress people
about adding me to their staff as an unpaid person so I would have that exemption but no one
could bother to reply.

We should all be doing this- contacting our reps and demanding to be added as unpaid
staff! GENIUS

Go to Rumble dot com and search for “COVID 19 A Second Opinion”. Watch and share!

Link to above. Thank you NoMoJo for the tip. https://rumble.com/vt62y6-covid-19-a-
second-opinion.html

Join the discussion...
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5  Reply  January 28, 2022 11:27 am

Clarioncaller

8    Reply  January 27, 2022 1:26 pm

Signal Burden

3  Reply  January 28, 2022 11:28 am

My own lyin' eyes

This is a mass brainwash op. It is so successful, most everyone I know that I had considered
to be a bright thinker has tossed all common sense out the window in believing in the
jab/mask theory. They won’t even consider any alternatives and when you show facts to them,
they still do not believe or see the indisputable truth in front of them. I am feeling more
discouraged everyday. I am used to people calling me a conspiracy theorist from when I tried
warning people Obummer was a socialist and a dangerous man, but this is a whole other level
of denial. The facts are there but they will not be swayed from the narrative, I would call that
brainwashed to say the least. I find that if I am to keep these relationships, I cannot talk about
the elephant in the room or the conversation quickly falls apart. I would say this experiment
has been amazingly successful and I never would have believed so many would have blindly
bought into the BS.

Yup. People think I’m crazy too. Smart smart people I know are totally buying this BS and
there is nothing that will change their minds. Only thing you can do is save the ones you
can and pray for the rest. This is evil. Real evil

Medical Review Boards and licensing boards hold the power to prevent certified practitioners
from continuing their vocations. This is happening NOT just to MD’s but to radiologists,nurse
practitioners, beauticians, barbers, physical therapists, masseurs. Anyone who needs a
license to earn a living and it has to STOP NOW.

This is how communism starts. Well it’s already started due to the complacency of the
masses

This is the inevitable result of Gov interference in the Medical Field.
If (and this is a BIG if) their are no nefarious or financial influences in the Gov administration of
medicine,
what happens if the gov “experts” are simply wrong?
With Centrally Controlled Medicine (or anything else for that matter) deadly incompetence is
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CFP Fan
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Michael Taylor
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Thought Criminal

12    Reply  January 27, 2022 12:00 pm

My own lyin' eyes

5  Reply  January 27, 2022 1:09 pm

DJ

forced upon us all
and we the people end up paying the price.
In this case, with our very lives…

Disgusting, no doctor should ever lose their license for treating their patients as they so
desire, to do what is in their best interests. It’s call the hippocratic oath, you hypocrites.

Two areas that should never be run as businesses nor politicized: medicine and the judicial
system.

Marxism exists and we are watching it grow with no response.

FJB

If we Nuremberg 2.0′ d every medical professional responsible for the deaths of patients by
denial of safe and effective medical treatment for this depopulation event there would be no
medical profession left.
Frankly that outcome would be better than what we have now, deliberate premeditated
murder.

They have proven they would rather kill than risk their lifestyle.
Good riddance.

The stats from the dod documents should be front page news across the world. This hearing
should be shown on every network. Of course MSM is trash and not showing people vital
information. Which is why most people see them as the enemy according to a Rasmussen
poll. Where’s project veritas on this? Maybe they did the story and I missed it. The fact they
can continue this experiment, double down on it shows just how bad things really have gotten.
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HiJo
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Livin' The Dream

9    Reply  January 27, 2022 11:43 am

Watergeek

17    Reply  January 27, 2022 11:17 am

HiJo

I give credit to everyone on the panel and everyone fighting in any way they can. At work or
whatever the case may be, keep fighting and standing up. The truckers and medical freedom
protestors, I thank you!

I searched for this on shit tube and the only thing I could find were main stream media
“mslsd,CNN, ect.. calling it false information. Not shocked in the least that fake news
would censor the truth about the vaccine and the death squads otherwise known as the
cdc, fda, ama.

In my humble opinion. they cannot disclose what is in their vaccine because, obviously, the
batches are not consistent. This is an ongoing experiment, and there are many AI and
nanotech companies ready to jump on the gravy train.

If we had honest reporters they should as all congress people and senators about their
treatment which probably includes Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine and lets throw in HGH
and stem cell treatments.

I have a friend who has an autoimmune problem who asked his Doctor and she said the same
thing…I don’t think you should take it, but if I give you an exemption I’ll be fired. All she could
add was that many of her patients who she felt should NOT get the vaccine had been
vaccinated without complications. He had to be vaxed or lose his job 3 months from
retirement..which would have reduced his retirement by thousands per month. Such BS.

I wonder what would happen if all those doctors stood up together for the sake of mankind
and let themselves get fired? The health system would collapse, this whole scheme would
collapse. It is the doctors in corporate settings who are threatened into silence and
compliance, and it is exactly those big corporations who bought up independent doctors
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crazy man at large

9    Reply  January 27, 2022 11:01 am

Jay

0  Reply  January 27, 2022 11:34 am

and clinics. If those doctors all stood up and refused, the money flow would stop and their
employers would be begging them to come back in no time. The pharmaceutical
companies and the corporate bureaucrats aiding in their agenda are dependent on them to
do their work.

There is something about Satanists that requires them to tell you in advance what they want
to accomplish.

The Georgia Guide Stones plainly states that one of the elite’s goals is to reduce, and then
maintain, the earth’s ideal population at 500 MILLION … which would require the depopulation
of about 7 BILLION people!

By informing us they can say we accepted being sacrificed making our Soul belong to
satan.

Outstanding work! This is exactly what is needed and more of these hearings need to
continue. Dr Aaron Kheriaty nailed it right when he stated that Doctors and Hospitals have
compromised their ethical standards and put profit over principles. This is indeed corruption
and companies like Pfizer need to be held accountable especially being a company who
previously had to settle one of the largest lawsuits In US history for unethical behavior!

that weirdo behind him bouncing his leg is super annoying

Dude needs some Ritalin. Or blow.
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LibertyBelle

11    Reply  January 27, 2022 10:42 am

pikaljuice

that guy is the atty for the whistleblowers in the DOD. he is probably on edge for what he
is helping to expose so I give him a pass…

THAT weirdo is a high powered attorney Thomas Rentz.

All the Covid shutdowns were a bad political mistake, causing financial and other havoc.

But the gummint imposed its will and punishment on millions of us who had done no
wrong whatsoever. And each day they grab the microphones to extol themselves and their
“virtuous” actions. And the vaxxed and boosted keep on dying, yet they won’t stop and
want it for our children and grandchildren.

Let’s Go Brandon 10X!

“Do no harm…”

Buncha chickenshit doctors in California. You do what’s right because it’s the right thing to do.
You don’t do what’s right because of the consequences of doing what’s right make you feel
like you did something wrong.

If every doctor in California did what’s right and then every doctor lost their medical license to
practice medicine, California is going to have a bigger problem of doctor shortages overnight.
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lars
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F the DS

👊🤘

The degree to which primary care physicians can be replaced by physicians assistants
and nurse practitioners is astounding. It’s already happened based on cost. It could be
greatly accelerated based on ideology. Compliance with insurance reporting has already
made it all but impossible for a doctor to truly be in a private practice. Large healthcare
management corporations have the staff and software to comply with the reporting
requirements and many of these are owned by the insurance companies that put the
requirements in place that destroyed private practice physicians. The cabal of
government, Big Pharma and insurance companies run US healthcare now.

The medical board does not issue a “medical license” they may kick you out of the American
Medical Association, which doctors pay dues to. A license to operate a business come from
the government.

The medical board needs to be investigated to find out;
have they also been threatened,
or are they profiting from covid.
But what agency in the government can investigate
being as every one of them are utterly corrupt?

Who wrote the letter?

The entire 5+ hrs of that hearing was gripping. It should be required listening for every
American.
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HiJo
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I have been looking for the link to the full hearing. Do you have one?

How many patients have needlessly died because of denial of pre-hospitalization treatment?

My guess… 100’s of thousands if not more… The number grows by the day. With zero
accounting of such gross malfeasance…

But liberals think their family members died because they didn’t get the vax.

Or they believe they died because they only got two injections and they weren’t
quite eligible for the booster yet. If only they could have gotten the third shot to be
fully vaccinated they wouldn’t have died of COVID.

Once we abandon science, all is lost. We’re slipping into The Dark Ages 2.0.

I dare to say that just the numbers in the Western World exceed Hitler’s concentration
camp death toll.
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Sandy
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truedemocracynow dot com. ruled by the ruled. smartphone voting. dispossess the ruling
class. use 38 red state majority to create a true democracy

Don’t follow the science…..follow the MONEY
PFIZER OWNS ALL THE POLITICIANS AND DOCTORS….and MEDIA

Nailed it, nothing more to say.

The truth shall prevail and the Leftist, commie democrats will be crushed in the next election.

With no voter ID required, corrupted voter rolls and 13 weeks of unverified mail in ballots?

This is the civil rights issue of our day. If you don’t support election fraud, then you’re
racist.

So their oath to do no harm means nothing to them.
Their duty to their patients mean nothing to them.

They need to all stand up and correct the lawlessness going on at the cec, the fda, and nih.
Only they can do it!
They have the education and experience to do it!
STOP BEING COWARDS!
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Jester

23    Reply  January 27, 2022 10:01 am

Jason The Argonaut

What a stupid comment. They ARE the ones standing up. Why do you think they’re at
that senate hearing?

Agreed, they put their medical license ahead of patient health. That sounds like money
was again the bottom line. I am glad they are now speaking up but its been two years.
They have blood on their hands and know it.

These are the fraction of 1% who have been fighting the anti-science medical
tyranny for the last two years the best they can. Losing their credentials to practice
medicine would discredit them and they’d be unable to fight. Your ire is justified but
should be directed to the 99+% of doctors who went along with the nonsensical
tyranny to protect their careers and income. Many more doctors should have
banded together. This is just an indication of how bad things are in the US
healthcare system. Doctors are largely taught cookbook pill prescribing, so the
establishment medical practitioners who are in Big Pharma sales aren’t going to
rock the boat. Like media and most people, they accept the “vaccines” on face
value, based on their trust in the system.

This isn’t about healthcare or the sanctity of life. This is about assimilation to Marxist globalists
edicts. It’s a proven fact the “vaccine” is a poison, ineffective, and can cause serious health
issues including death. The proven cheap therapeutics are effective, have almost zero side
effects, and save lives.
It’s absurd that the people that have the authority to call out Fauci and to hold him
accountable do nothing. Their inaction puts the blood of millions on their hands as well. We
don’t yet know the long tern health effects of this “vaccine” poison. That blood is on their
hands too.

And nothing is going to happen. The political class is making too much money to care.
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This was soul purpose of Obama Care, control of your enemies.

Yep. Alinsky’s first rule of control: Healthcare, Control Healthcare and you control
the People.
Obama obeyed the orders of his Marxist globalist masters.

Here’s your answer doctors: Stop being cowards. Simple as that. If you don’t risk everything
for the truth, than sorry to say, you’re a failure.

yor are retard kimberly go find some sucker to watch yor video someplace else

why would we want to chat with yor ugly ass

sarah you are ugly no one wants too see yor ugly ass
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Slimy….. As at the bottom of such a serious news post….

yor very ugly sandra

I want to know why, the government people responsible for the death of thousands, who
stopped medical treatment of the ill, before death, are not in jail and or standing trial ..This is
in-fact criminal and willful on the government’s part ..I WANT HEADS & if the GOP can’t do
this, the people must

Malpractice by many does not have to accepted practice

why don’t you buy an ad

All by design.
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It’s true. I received a letter from the American Board of Internal Medicine
stating I could lose my Board status, if I spread COVID misinformation. But they

don’t ever define “COVID Misinformation”. Outrageous.

They’d say this chart is misinformation, they need to be challenged

https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/27/bbc-news-wont-tell-you-vaccinated-suffering-ade/

Class action lawsuit, ever heard of it?

Ivermectin does not work unless you self identify as a horse!

Too serious a real treatment to joke around on this. I know what you mean here but many
will not.

Ivermectin was successfully used on people first before animals.
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Move to Venezuela, your utopia, or maybe Cuba?

Please, take your third booster!

I think he’s being funny guys.

but it does work for those who self identify as an ass, such as yourself.

Tip: remember to always use the little /s/ thingy. There are way more sarcasm-impaired
folks out there than just Sheldon.

Actually Ivermectin was originally used on humans , and won a Nobel prize for it being
used on humans , not horses .And by the way , it does work if taken early on . I believe it
works as a preventative measure as well , if taken once monthly . It makes perfect sense
that it would work because most of your immunity is in your gut , and when your gut has
better health , your body can fight almost anything!
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Senator Ron Johnson did not commit suicide!

It’s more than money. Something very nefarious is in play here.

Population control.

Consider that Social Security is rapidly moving toward insolvency. Then Covid hits that
coincidentally happens to kill 15%-20% (my guesstimate) of those on social security.
Insolvency is pushed back another generation. Problem isn’t solved, but the pressure is
off the current bunch of politicians. Just one thought.

What bullshit that is.
The social security funds go straight into the general treasury.
And we are 30 trillion in debt to the federal reserve.
That means there is no solvency anywhere.
And congress passes bills using more money than comes in every year to
continue increasing the debt.

The government has the same choices individuals have.
Increase income, decrease spending, pay off the debt,
or file for bankruptcy
and start over.

The only other option is to abolish the federal reserve.
Which is what I expect they will do when they establish their global digital currency.
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There are no funds anymore. I remember a huge uproar in Germany in
the eighties when the government used funds from their Social Security
fund to cover debt and said they would pay it back. It never happened. Just
as the Fed was/is taking our money abroad, all other Western governments
have depleted their Social Security coffers. There is no more money. SS
and Medicare are completely broke.

Ever wonder why Social Security, something working people have paid into for
generations, is moving toward insolvency but Welfare is alive and well?

Yes, its another part of the Marxist/communist revolution.
Destroy every institution.
Strong/wise men will force justice and correction.
Cowards will quiver in the corner and let it happen.

You aren’t listening.
It takes years and great dedication, and much sacrifice to become a doctor.

They are using threats and intimidation to stop doctors from practicing medicine
And doing due diligence for their patients.

The only thing they can do is a class action lawsuit.
They must all stand up and say this is wrong.
All of them.
Those who threatened their license MUST be held to account.
The cdc, the fda, and the nih are corrupt to the bone.
They must be abolished.
Its far better for the states to each have these kind of agencies than one central entity.
And the government must stop granting funds for experimentation.
The medical industry has lost its integrity. They can thank Anthony fauci for their
debauchery.
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Why this video has not been banned by YouTube is surprising!

Because Fauci hasn’t asked for it to be….

Have you noticed that they are not banning a lot of like-minded videos? That means
something – I remember the day that the Yahoo page was critical of Hillary Clinton and
knew the powers that be were going to take her down. They are ridiculously spinning
anything that might not uphold their leftist agenda – so I knew she had become toxic –
Similarity, we have entered the threshold – the people are not with yahoo, twitter, etc. It’s
one thing for them to absorb a few large accounts they take down but when everyone is
turning to rumble, etc., the ole’ capitalists heart comes out. HA – Yahoo is bound to what
they hate ! Live in the torture of your lies communists.

I’m not a doctor, but I’m gonna go out on a limb and diagnose the guy sitting behind him with
Restless Leg Syndrome.

Stressed out anxiety. Pent up anger with nowhere to release it.

Ha! Thanks.
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Just when I thought you couldn't get any dumber
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Gunny

If you took an oath and your action or inaction results in death you are to blame. If you are a
doctor or nurse who really see’s what is going on and you are not actively speaking out you
are at fault for any deaths under your watch. Pick a different career.

I think these times call for people of all professions to speak out boldly with courage
against this mass restriction of our liberties as thinking individuals, not just those int he
medical professions

Exactly! Too many wheels are keeping the clockwork going. Unfortunately, that’s
how it always was.

Exactly! I’m an engineer and naively worked in “defense” industry first and when I realized
what was going on, I left. I got another engineering job making car parts.

Or get the hell out of california and practice in another state.

same thing exists in most states….if not all.

FOLLOW THE MONEY!
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Somebody needs to be hanged!

Thousands of people..

Lots of somebodies

The medical community has let the politicians take over medicine…You would think they would
have made more of a stand against it.

Not just politicians, but big pharma!

The medical community was taken over by John D. Rockefeller when he discovered his
oil could be used to make medicines. He gave birth to the AMA, Johns Hopkins and many
others. Do the research.
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the medical community has sold its’ collective soul….with but a few notable exceptions. I
will never trust a doctor again. much less any hospital.

The magnitude of this is simply stunning. Think of other demographic groups in the country
who have been mandated to get vaxxed. Police, teachers, local government workers, ALL
employees of ALL companies in cities with feckless mayors and city councils, education
commissioners, and on, and on. This story is about just one demographic, albeit a large one,
but still, if you step back and look at the forest…. you can see it burning!

Just remember that a forest burns to regrow, we just have to get rid of the evasive Marxist
species that threatens to take over the soil left behind.

And that’s what those in charge are saying about us. Get rid of the nuisance
people detracting from their idea of utopia.

Government imposed tyranny has created this scamdemic. If doctors were allowed to practice
medicine without restrictions, hundreds of thousands of lives would have been saved, the
pandemic would be over, Trump would still be President, the GOP would control Congress, the
economy would be thriving, inflation would be low, we would still be energy independent, life
would be good. Big Pharma, Big Tech, and MSM have conspired to destroy our
independence. Suck on that.

So, true! So very TRUE!
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Your second sentence is the world I dream of and the world we have lost.

Trump should still be President. You are correct– the China /Fauci virus allowed the
cheating to happen on a much bigger scale.

that description is a tasty dish for progressives

picking winners and losers under obammo/fjb.
and in America, we’re all losers

FDA Pulls Authorization for Antibody Treatment, Refuses to Answer Questions

“Because data show these treatments are highly unlikely to be active against the omicron
variant, which is circulating at a very high frequency throughout the United States, these
treatments are not authorized for use in any U.S. states, territories, and jurisdictions at this
time,” it continues. “In the future, if patients in certain geographic regions are likely to be
infected or exposed to a variant that is susceptible to these treatments, then use of these
treatments may be authorized in these regions.”

the spread of variants proves the vax ineffective, but you have to take the jab . . .

monoclonal did help, why fjb had to ration it . . .

09/14/2021 Biden’s team tightens grip on state use of Covid antibody treatments
Federal health officials plan to allocate specific amounts to each state under the new
approach.
The Biden administration is imposing new limits on states’ ability to access to Covid-19
antibody treatments amid rising demand from GOP governors who have relied on the drug as
a primary weapon against the virus.

Florida hospital exec rips Biden administration for cutting …
Sep 20, 2021 — The federal government is in charge of distributing monoclonal antibody
therapies because it owns much of the supply.
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The Marxist XoeBama$oro$ Democrats have no problem with aborting babies and selling
their body parts for profit so why would they have any problem allowing people to die in
order to push the unsafe “emergency use ” vaccine for profit and power.
One acceptance of evil always leads to another.

Just face it, your grubumint wants YOU DEAD!

Courage is contagious.

Finish the quote.

Here are a couple……

“Courage is contagious. When a brave man takes a stand, the spines of others are
often stiffened.
Billy Graham”

“Courage is contagious. A critical mass of brave leaders is the foundation of an
intentionally courageous culture. Every time we are brave with our lives, we make
the people around us a little braver and our organizations bolder and stronger.”
Brene Brown

“Courage is the price that life exacts for granting peace.”
Amelia Earhart
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Mr bascom

Face the evidence, there is a global Deep State at work and it is exercising its power to
manipulate you. Even though they do not know how to contain or stop the WuHan Virus
(Covid) they must act as if they are successfully managing the Virus. The mask, the
restrictions and the vaccinations are all they can come up with. So, they must do this in order
to not lose control over you.

Watched the video and found out, apparently most physicians are cowards. Just like cops
worried about getting fired and supporting Nazi like measures, doctors are putting their own
ability to have their job above their patients health.

If the government starts mandating euthanasia many of these same doctors who won’t write
Covid medical exemptions for people who desperately need them, many of them will line up to
give the shots. I wish every coward physician out there being controlled the same way would
read this, so you at least know there are some of us, many of us, that know you are cowards.

I still would not want to go to my local hospital or any hospital for that matter. Too many are
still towing the party line. I don’t feel like I would get the proper treatment. They’re still clinging
to their “covid protocols”, which is to say, crappy treatment and biased treatments.

FDA Pulls Authorization for Antibody Treatment, Refuses to Answer Questions

“Without a shred of clinical data to support this action, Biden has forced trained medical
professionals to choose between treating their patients or breaking the law,” Gov. Ron
DeSantis (R) said in response to the FDA’s decree. “This indefensible edict takes treatment
out of the hands of medical professionals and will cost some Americans their lives. There are
real-world implications to Biden’s medical authoritarianism – Americans’ access to treatments
is now subject to the whims of a failing president.”

fjb and our government are fidel castro, hugo chavez, saddam hussein, moa, lenin, stalin

Who’d a thought that once the government took control of the medical industry sht like this
would happen
Oh well live by the shward die by the shward in
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It’s the other way: The companies engaged in the WEF took control over governments
and it was planned long ago. They buy whom they need to have in power. The
pharmaceutical companies have all the power right now. They dictate the path.

Welcome to fascism. You will do what the state tells you. Even the medical boards can be fired
and blocked from ever working.

It is called medic tyranny. When shit hits the fan the dogs will hunted down and held
accountable.

how many times has the market crashed, bankers robbed us, have those in charge been
jailed? how many times have they been caught supporting drug cartels, influencing precious
metals markets, etc? who in government oversees these crimes and puts a stop to it?
oh, that’s right, it’s a crime to trade on insider information, but congress does it anyway, with
the corporations knowing they’re breaking the law too.
they aren’t here to care or help/protect us, America, our economy, the constitution.

Tia is a man. Don’t let her fool you.

Load More Comments
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